INTRODUCTION
The European Union (EU) Member States' national energy strategies aim to balance different goals: promotion of sustainability, preservation of economic competitiveness and guarantee a long-term supply security. The Hungarian National Energy Strategy 2030 of 2012 1 was a major step towards defining a long-term vision of the government for the domestic energy sector. The main objectives of this strategy were formulated along several pillars: 1. increasing energy efficiency and energy conservation; 2. increasing the share of renewable energy sources; 3. promoting the integration of the Central European pipeline network and the construction of the necessary cross-border capacities; 4. maintaining current nuclear power capacities and 5. preserving the domestic coal industry by using the domestic coal and lignite in the environmentally friendly production of electricity.
The strategy also gave an indication that the government planned to increase the state involvement in the industry. Several steps were taken in the recent years that complied with that intention:
− the Hungarian State via state-controlled companies acquired significant assets (Distribution System Operators, natural gas storages, largest natural gas trader, etc.); − new cross-border developments were commissioned (e.g. Hungarian-Slovakian natural gas interconnector) or initiated (e.g. Hungarian-Slovakian high-voltage cross-border power line, increased capacity of the Hungarian-Romanian natural gas interconnector); − Paks 2 Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) licensing process moved forward.
Other elements of the 2012 National Energy Strategy (e.g. energy conservation initiatives) were lagging behind due to the low energy prices and the lack of regulatory support. Additionally, fundamental strategic dilemmas of the Hungarian energy policy 2 still need to be relaxed, namely: 1. energy import dependence; 2. the role of nuclear energy (in the context of other sources, such as Renewable Energy Sources (RES) or natural gas) and 3. the effects of climate change (including RES developments and the future of the coal industry).
To address these energy policy issues, the Hungarian Government initiated 3 the preparation of the renewed (Hungarian) National Energy Strategy (NES) at the end of 2018, in accordance with the EU expectations 4 Article 15 of the 'Regulation on the governance of the energy union and climate action (EU)2018/1999' obliges Member States to prepare and report to the European Commission (EC) their long-term (outlook for the next 30 years) strategy by 1 January 2020, then by 1 January 2029 and every 10 years thereafter. There may be significant differences in the scope of content between individual strategies, although there is a general framework they must follow.
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Policy Action Plan. 5 The updated NES is planned to be released by the end of August 2019 and the related action plan by December 2019. Undoubtedly, the new NES priorities will have an impact on the energy industry actors (including the national public utility), who must carefully weigh the impact of the coming changes.
The national public utility (original name: ENKSZ or Első Nemzeti Közműszolgáltató Zrt, currently: NKM Nemzeti Közművek Zrt.) was established only in February 2015 but its history is already full of twists and turns. In 2019, it will most likely merge into MVM, into the company where originally it has started from. The history of the past five years demonstrates how the Hungarian energy policy and the regulatory environment affect the energy industry and business development initiatives.
NATIONAL PUBLIC UTILITY: BEGINNINGS
When overhead costs are rapidly rising ('rezsiköltség' in Hungarian) then they immediately become a main focus of governments. In developing countries with less purchasing power, the energy costs are especially critical that leads to government subsidies. Due to the large burden placed on the Hungarian central budget, the natural gas subsidy system was restructured after the 2008 financial crisis. Regardless, after the 2010 election the government introduced rate freezes and then other regulatory measures to prevent price increases. In 2013, electricity, gas, and district heating costs were cut in three rounds (by 10% on January 1, 2013, an additional 10% on November 1, 2013, and between 3.3% and 6.5% in 2014). 6 The household energy price cuts proved to be politically very popular; consequently, there were cuts in other segments as well (water industry) and in case of waste management and chimney inspection fees, too.
Additionally, at the time the Hungarian Government planned to increase state-control in the oldest gas supplier in Hungary (FŐGÁZ) and the capital's water works company (Fővárosi Vízművek) and turn them into non-profits. FŐGÁZ was one of the dominant players in the domestic natural gas market and the company's distribution system consists of the natural gas pipeline system of Budapest and some of the capital's suburbs.
With the restructuring of the regulatory environment and with the entrance of the stateowned Hungarian Electricity Works (MVM) into the natural gas market in 2011, MVM became a dominant player on September 30, 2013 when they acquired the natural gas storage and natural gas wholesale companies of E.ON in Hungary, and thus the Hungarian 10 In August 2014, the Government announced the necessary measures for a holding-based public service system 11 and the forming of a national public utility provider.
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On December 13, 2014 the Budapest Municipal Council's 50%-plus-one-share stake in the regional gas-distributor FŐGÁZ 13 was purchased by the MFB Group. 14 In 2015, all the shares were consolidated under MFB 15 and MVM was not among the shareholders anymore. With a just recently passed law enacted in 2014, 16 by the end of 2015 MFB was able to buy out the small shareholders (~0.17% of the shares) and became the 100% owner of FŐGÁZ Zrt.
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE INTEGRATED NATIONAL PUBLIC UTILITY
'ENKSZ Első Nemzeti Közműszolgáltató Zrt.' (ENKSZ) was established on February 13, 2015 17 to oversee and expand FŐGÁZ operations and to become the holding to enter into the electricity and the district heating utility business.
18 ENKSZ was formed based on MVM's human capital. 19 At the time ENKSZ did not have ownership in FŐGÁZ but was 7 MFGT has 4 facilities (Zsana, Hajdúszoboszló, Pusztaederics, Kardoskút) in Hungary with a total annual working gas storage capacity of 4.43 billion cubic metres. 8 The Hungarian Government signed an agreement with E.ON AG in which the German company offers preemption rights if the E.ON Földgáz Storage shares are offered for sale. Mihályi 2015. 9 MFGK is the Hungarian party in the long-term Russian natural gas supply contract. For example, the first CEO of ENKSZ was appointed from MVM, where -before arriving to ENKSZ -he was a (co-)CEO responsible for the natural gas operations.
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On April 1, 2015 FŐGÁZ received a natural gas universal service license for the whole territory of Hungary, which triggered a complete consolidation of the universal service portfolios. Besides the original 800.000 customers at FŐGÁZ, the company acquired on 1 August 2015 60.000 customers from Magyar Telekom and on 29 September 2015 from the GDF SUEZ 21 natural gas universal service portfolio in Hungary. 22 After the remaining natural gas universal service providers indicated their wish to pass their respective licenses, the resolutions of the Hungarian regulatory authority (MEKH) appointed FŐGÁZ to take over both E.ON's (1 January 2016) and ENI's (1 October 2016) universal service portfolio in Hungary. Therefore, FŐGÁZ became responsible for supplying approximately 3.400.000 universal service customers.
By late 2015, the negotiations with the German majority shareholders (RWE, ENBW) of ELMŰ Plc. and ÉMÁSZ Plc. were intensified. By December 2015, the parties agreed on the planned transactions parameters, subject to the owners' approval. For the purpose of the transaction, ELMŰ and ÉMÁSZ united their respective universal service portfolio into 'ELMŰ-ÉMÁSZ Energiaszolgáltató Zrt.' and ENKSZ established a subsidiary, the 'ENKSZ Északi Áramhálózati Vagyonkezelő Zrt.' (ENKSZ ÉÁV) on December 16, 2015 which was registered on the next day. 23 On December 21, 2015, the General Meetings of ELMŰ and ÉMÁSZ approved the sale. However, the Hungarian State unexpectedly halted the transaction indefinitely.
In 2015, ENKSZ was selected to prepare the state to enter the district heating service market. The company was responsible for carrying out the District Heating Audit Project.
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In 2016, the assessment of the largest Hungarian district heating operators was finished based on their operating model, including the areas of property, finance, engineeringtechnological, regulatory and cost-efficiency. In the first half of 2016, ENKSZ entered into negotiations with the City of Hódmezővásárhely and the City of Szeged 25 for the purchase of the cities' district heating service providers. Due diligence was carried out but no purchase was agreed on.
On 31 To facilitate the process, the government declared these transactions of 'national strategic importance' as well. The ownership structure of NKM is 100% state-owned and at the time the owners were: MVM 50%, 32 MFB 44%, Hungarian State 6%. 33 With this transaction, NKM increased its activity in the district heating segment and through its subsidiaries NKM became the minority owner of one of the largest district heating service providers. In the third quarter of 2017, ENKSZ adopted the strategy of the 'home service provider' and just after two years re-branding took place and it continued its operation under the new name of NKM National Utilities. As part of the new strategy several changes took place.
− Goals were defined for MFBF: as a first step it was sold to ENKSZ ÉÁV in March, 2017, then on April 5, 2017, the name of the company was changed to 'NKM Plusz Zrt.' 36 The scope of the activity has been defined as the sale of third party services (e.g. insurance, financial products) and the organization and management of NKM Group loyalty programs (with a special focus on residential customers). Practically, the company forwarded NKM partners' business offers to end users. This subsidiary is responsible for the development, marketing and lifecycle management of the non-core activities of the NKM Group (electricity, NG, DH sales and network services).
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− Former 'FŐGÁZ CNG Kft.' was rebranded to 'NKM Mobilitás Kft.' 38 and became a 100% subsidiary of NKM Optimum Zrt. Originally the company's mission was to supply customers with compressed natural gas (CNG) fuelled vehicles. − On August 1, 2018, the 'NKM Ügyfélkapcsolati Kft.' started its operation after the customer service was reorganized into that subsidiary.
Nevertheless, the cost of service remained a major consideration for the government. Winter utility cost reduction ('téli rezsicsökkentés') 39 took place in 2018, which gave compensation (e.g. residential customers received HUF 12,000 credit to their balance) from the 'regulatory account' and this was sent to the accounts of each of the universal service customers.
On January 11, 2018, NKM acquired 'Égáz-Dégáz Földgázelosztó Zrt.' (Égáz-Dégáz), which name changed from May 2, 2018 to 'NKM Észak-Dél Földgázhálózati Zrt.'. 40 With the transaction the (electricity and natural gas) distribution network of NKM increased to over 60,000 km. 
THE FUTURE OF THE STATE-OWNED PUBLIC UTILITY
Originally, the plans for ENKSZ-NKM were to remain a non-profit public utility. 43 Mejíia-Duagand, Hjelm and Baas 44 found that despite public ownership, administrative autonomous companies may remain competitive in a liberalised market but economic autarchy with the liberalization conditions may create a blurry line between private and public domains. While a non-profit public utility could have been a feasible choice, ultimately this expectation changed with time for the following reasons:
1. The regulated universal service tariff sends disadvantageous price signals and hinders CAPEX intense investments (e.g. renewables developments), while the profit of NKM can be allocated to make up for the reduced network investments. 2. The EU pressured Hungary to fulfil its obligation regarding the energy related directives and investor protection treaties (e.g. to determine fair tariff rates for the natural gas DSOs).
Thus, the governmental focus shifted towards acquisitions and further strengthening the state-owned public utility. Moreover, NKM started to concentrate on developing complex service solutions and building on its unique ability to reach almost all residential end-user in the country. The planned utility transformation must consider the tariff environment. 45 As energy prices started to increase, the government could prevent the increase of the regulated price assigning a tariff-keeper role to MVM (as the parent company of NKM) as in the recent years it became the 3 rd largest Hungarian company based on revenue. MVM (NKM was not fully consolidated in 2017, yet) was the 3 rd largest company from the electricity industry (Table 1) . 47 The implications for energy policy are clear: 1. To understand the real depth of the supply chains and the stakeholders. 2. To not only have customer focus but to meet actual customer requests (e.g. continuous, convenient access to affordable energy that comes from a source without biasing the quality of the life and environment), which should be a priority for technology choices, implied tariff system, etc. Moreover, from a customer perspective -as real competition on the Hungarian residential energy market is practically non-existent at present 48 -the national public utility has a greater responsibility to identify and actively engage to meet residential customer needs.
While still a long shot, theoretically with proper management, the national public utility, as part of MVM, could become an innovation driven company making available affordable RES solutions and new technologies 49 for its customers. Applying the framework of Treacy and Wiersema 50 , the public utilities in the Hungarian energy industry fell into the Operational excellence category (Figure 1 ) with narrow product lines (electricity with a strictly defined quality, heat, etc.), high expertise in chosen areas of focus and with a slow pace of change (Network). The major goal was to keep cost down with efficient generation derived from the high volumes. While in case of electricity, the volumes once again started to increase, the fix costs have also been rising steadily (e.g. expanding network, decrease of fixed fee element in tariffs, stricter regulations, etc.). Overall, it becomes more challenging to strive for low costs.
New products (household-scale generation, smart homes, etc.) and new markets (electric vehicles, CNG, etc.) became available while new entrants (e.g. telecommunication companies) entered into the traditional business lines (Strategy), part of the Product leadership category.
Customer relationships (Social) need more focus and resources, as not only the regulator, but also the owner (state-owned utility) expects to provide residents (voters) quality service (e.g. one-stop-shop to run electricity, natural gas and district heating business) (customer intimacy). Therefore, the national public utility faces the dilemma to focus on 'customer intimacy' as the best total solution' or find the 'best product' to maintain profitability and compensate for the increasing total costs. 
CONCLUSION
The national public utility was created by increasing market concentration at a state-owned entity. Economies of scale and lack of competition allowed NKM to start changing its strategy from cost leadership to 'differentiation', 51 targeting customer intimacy. While the centralised, state-controlled national public utility is not yet five years old; still, it already has a 'long' and thought-provoking history.
The turning strategic focus of a utility company could help to meet the changing expectations and to ease the most pressing energy policy trade-offs. From the customer point of view, the change in value discipline could be beneficial, as the state expectation of affordable energy (thus of 'operational excellence') could smooth price increases in the future, as well. However, these also carry potential strategic and supply chain risk, as companies -including the national public utilities -cannot master all three categories at the same time. 51 Porter 1985.
